
Purifications of the Spiritually Proficient 

 
 The following examinations are meant not to be directly gone into, but only meditated upon 
after already being devoutly at prayer for a while. If one meditates and contemplates the great 
mysteries, then the Lord may have already opened your heart in order to examine one’s self in 
truth with the utmost sorrow for even the slightest offense while knowing full well of the endless 
bounds of God’s mercy and grace. These purifications engrave the crucifix upon the mind, senses, 
heart and soul so that they are consecrated, sacrificed and totally offered to Christ Jesus. The goal 
is to be conformed more perfectly to His likeness. The Christian is one who is known by their love 
and this love is a crucified love, a complete self-offering and outpouring of self for God. 

The next two purifications are for those set upon the “Illuminative Way”. One may already be 
firm or is on the way to becoming firm on a given point in any of these three purifications. Yet, I 
must warn you, that, unless one has embarked upon the “Illuminative Way”, to try and attain these 
perfections would be to inflict spiritual violence upon one’s self. We must be patient and not 
immature. We must allow for God to dispose us in His own good time to the grace and spiritual 
maturity to begin these examinations. 

One should take great assistance in the helping hands of the Blessed Virgin Mary, most 
especially through the praying of the “Rosary” and “the Angelus”. Mary, who has the “virginitas 
sensus” (virginity of the senses) and “virginitas mentis” (virginity of the mind) is our model and 
advocate for our own development in purity. One ought to also have, by this point, developed the 
devotion of Daily Mass. One cannot be spiritually proficient without the frequent and devout 
reception of the Holy Eucharist. These purifications cannot be attained until the “Dark Night of 
the Soul” has brought them to fulfillment. One must cooperate with God’s grace and the movement 
of the Holy Spirit within them. This is meant for those who have embarked upon the path of infused 
contemplation. This is the second conversion. 
 

“And you, employing all care, minister in your faith, virtue; and in virtue, knowledge; 
And in knowledge, abstinence; and in abstinence, patience; and in patience, godliness; And in 

godliness, love of brotherhood; and in love of brotherhood, charity.” 
~II Peter 1: 5-7 (DRE) 

 
Purity of the Mind 

(Castitas mentis) 
 

1. Are my thoughts and is my disposition one of constant chastity/purity? 
2. Do I think disordered thoughts? Do I initiate or create (author) disordered thoughts? 
3. Do I have control and mastery over my thoughts? Do I fail to seek the consolation and 
assistance of the Angels, Saints, the Blessed Virgin Mary, and God through intense prayer when 
faced with temptations? Do I fail to take advantage of the manifold defenses that the Church has 
to offer me and to cooperate with grace in order to avoid sin? If in Holy Orders: Do I make good 
use of the sacred powers given me by my ordination in order to defend myself and others from 
sin? 
4. Do I fall into distractions? 



5. When at prayer do I fail to truly meditate and contemplate the Word of God? Do I rush 
prayer simply for the sake of completing it without truly lifting up my heart to God? Do I treat 
prayer arbitrarily? 
6. Do I fail to be able to forego my own opinion(s)? 
7. Am I overly attached to spiritual consolations? 
8. Do I suffer, in the will, with presumption, pride, ambition or arrogance? 
9. Have I become spiritually arrogant and judgmental of the perceived spiritual deficiencies 
in others? 
10. Do I speak about others, with others, in a manner that I do not speak about them to their 
own face? 
11. Has my mind been crucified and offered to the Lord? 
 

As these two purifications of the mind and of the senses go hand-in-hand one may find that 
although they are purifying their mind and growing in intellectual understanding of the will of God 
that their speech and actions, at times, are not maturing at an equal pace. One may find themselves 
falling into idle, thoughtless chatter, crude jokes, etc…This will be overcome as the erotic desire, 
the yearning for beauty, i.e. God, grows and moves to the forefront amidst all of the other desires 
that preoccupy us; such as: food, entertainment, relaxation, sleep, stress, academics, work, friends, 
etc. As the ascending erotic love for God develops and takes precedence amidst all our other 
affections, desires, these tendencies will decrease. One should also revisit the earlier sections on 
“Avoiding Recurring Sins” and our “Human and Spiritual Diet”. It is possible to that one might 
have begun these spiritual exercises for the spiritually proficient because their intellectual and 
spiritual practices have developed, but their human formation is still lacking and hence there are 
still more fundamental human issues needing to be addressed before one can truly make progress 
in regards their purity of mind and senses. Hence, we need to go back to the purgative way and 
deepen our self-knowledge and active purification of our human affections for sin. 

What is most important is to not become overwhelmed or despondent. Remain confident in 
God’s grace at work within you and seek His assistance in the Sacraments as often as possible. 
Perseverance in carrying the Cross is what will lead to our spiritual development in this regard. 
What God needs to achieve in us during this time is the virtue of perseverance. Through 
perseverance we prove our self offering as true and whole. We will find that our prayers, most 
especially our liturgical prayers, will demand more from us at this point. This is because the habit 
of prayer, having been developed, can become a routine. We must work hard at making sure that 
our prayers are not said out of a sense of duty, obligation, but out of love and with uplifted hearts 
and minds in praise and adoration. The more we allow ourselves to be taken by the mysteries 
celebrated in the sacred liturgy, the more we will be able to lose ourselves in wonder and awe 
during the sacred liturgy and be enwrapped by the great mystery of God’s loving self-revelation. 

The intellectual formation in matters of the faith greatly aides our ascent to God, but this 
ultimately seeks to find rest in perfect union with God. This requires the capacity to recognize that 
all that we know still does not even begin to scratch the surface of the great mystery of God. Hence 
all that we know about God ultimately feigns to describe Him and the intellectual affirmations 
made about God ultimately give way to the recognition of God’s utter transcendence, His being 
beyond anything we can ever completely comprehend. The path of intellectual humility is 
complemented by sensual purity where we, while not denying the goodness in creation, move 
beyond the pleasures of the created world for the pleasure of He who is the un-created Creator. In 
God our every desire for pleasure is realized beyond our wildest dreams and wishes. 



 
Purity of the Senses 

(Castitas sensus) 
 
1. Do I seek disordered sensual pleasure? 
2. Am I overly attached to the consolation of the senses? 
3. Do I constantly seek sensual consolation to accompany spiritual consolation? 
4. Do I attach spiritual consolation with sensual consolation? 
5. Do I fail to distinguish between spiritual desolation and sense consolation? 
6. Do I fail to ask of God to remove my sensual consolation? 
7. Do I constantly seek pleasure in touch? 
8. Do I fail to deny myself the consolation of touch? 
9. Do I constantly seek aural pleasure? 
10. Do I fail to deny myself aural consolation in order to grow in appreciation of silence? 
11. Do I constantly seek aromatic pleasure? 
12. Do I fail to deny myself the aromatic consolation failing to be pleased with the plain scent 
of the air? 
13. Do I constantly seek tasty pleasures with foods and beverages? 
14. Do I fail to deny myself the consolation of good tasting foods and beverages allowing 
myself to be content with plain tastes? 
15. Do I constantly seek visual pleasure? 
16. Do I fail to deny myself visual consolation allowing myself to develop the 
creative/imaginary sense of spiritual vision? 
17. Am I a glutton to the senses? Have my senses been crucified and offered to the Lord? 
18. Am I slothful in maintaining balance and refinement in my use of the senses? 
19. Have I developed a vanity or pride in my use of the senses? Have I avoided people or 
places, most especially in regards to the fulfillment of the corporal works of mercy, due to a 
repugnance of the senses? 
20. Have I attempted to mutilate the senses? Have I become rigorist in my approach to the 
spiritual life failing to recognize that both my body and all the rest of the world are created by God 
as good? 
21. Have I achieved freedom from disordered motions of sexual desire? 

 
Part of the purification of the senses and the mind will be the purification of the sense memory. 

Our previous disordered, impure thoughts and impure, disordered, actions of sensual pleasure are 
contained in our body’s and intellect’s memory. As one tries to make progress, the affection for 
these previous disordered acts stored in the memory will continuously “pull at us”. There is the 
need for purifying the mind and the senses not simply at the level of self-control and ordering of 
our thoughts and acts of the senses, but also the purifying of the memory. As our memory, our 
history, bears direct relationship on our present and future, we will not be able to make progress 
toward unity and perfection if we are still chained, enslaved, to our past. If we do not engage in 
the purifying of this past history and our minds’ and sense’s memory than we cannot proceed 
unencumbered toward the future in a manner that is pure and loving. Without the purification of 
the memory we will continually fall backward into previous sinful habits. Again, this will also 
require a re-evaluation of our desires, what we want from life. In our history or our memories we 
may still long for a certain way of life or certain adventures that we may have previously desired 



before entering upon our spiritual journey. We need to come to terms with these desires and 
memories and we need to see, if it is possible, how they can be realized within our vocation and 
way of life. 

An important part of our growth will come about through the discernment of our predominant 
vocational capacity, identity. This is that identity that is central to our self-offering. Without a clear 
comprehension of this capacity we cannot make a full gift of self to God. Within each of our 
vocations we have a capacity, identity. It is a gift from God to help build-up His Church. We will 
participate in all these different identities, but there will be one which is predominant in us. Some 
of these capacities, identities, may be: animator/vivifier, illuminator, magnifier, pacifier, unifier, 
inspirer, etc... An animator/vivifier is one who has a mysterious capacity to bring a great deal of 
energy and life to all he/she encounters and all he/she does. An illuminator is one who has a 
mysterious capacity to always bring a great deal of light to darkness, clarity amidst confusion. A 
magnifier is one who has a mysterious capacity to be able to draw the best out of others. A pacifier 
is one who has a mysterious capacity to bring peace and calm to turbulent situations. A unifier is 
one who has a mysterious capacity to bring unity to where division exists. An inspirer has a 
mysterious capacity to inspire people to faith, hope and love, to action when appropriate. These 
are just some examples, as there are many different vocational capacities. 

Once one has discerned his/her capacity, identity he/she can then apply it to every aspect of 
one’s life. Taking the gift God has given him/her and applying it to all that one is further 
harmonizes one’s likeness to Christ throughout their life and lifestyle. This discernment is 
necessary in order to progress and attain to perfection, because after discerning one’s capacity, 
identity, and having begun to actively apply it to one’s personality, it will begin to perfect who and 
what you are and how who and what you are is morally actualized.   

 
The goal of the last two examinations, and ultimately all that has come before, is not the 

purgative as much as the harmonizing of the mind and the will, establishing peace and wholeness 
in the soul. In order to become a good Christian lady or gentleman one needs to establish 
composure, a certain reserve and orderliness of their actions with their intellectual development. 
When one’s actions are contrary to their heart and mind this is not a problem of the senses, but of 
the soul and therefore requires the harmonizing of the intellect with the will. Do you find yourself 
bearing false witness to your own true self and your desire for holiness? One problem in our day 
is the ever expanding period of time in which one exists in adolescence. This is a physical, psychic, 
intellectual and spiritual reality. In order to enter true spiritual adulthood the will, which in many 
cases may still not want to “settle down”, must come into harmony with the intellect, which may 
already have reached adulthood. By the completion of the “Purgative Way” one should have self-
control over the desires of the flesh. For one to achieve the “Unitive Way”, one must work for 
harmony of the soul, total self-control, where the mind tempers the will and where thought 
precedes action. Only when we have control of our self and know our self, will we be able to then 
live wholly for God. 

The development of απαθεια, apathy, is a necessary step at this point of the spiritual life as one 
transitions from the Illuminative Way to the Unitive. During this period we seek to have Christ 
reign totally in one’s life that it is “no longer I, but Christ who lives in me (Galatians 2: 20, NAB).” 
Apathy is understood in two senses: Negative and Positive. Negative: in that one practices a certain 
removal and independence from the things of this world. That one is not a slave to the material 
goods of this life. It is a healthy indifference to worldly pleasures. On the other hand it is the 
positive enjoyment of all of God’s creation which is not merely good, but “very good (Genesis 1: 



31, NAB).” While one takes pleasure in God’s “very good” creation they ought not do so to excess 
as anything pleasurable brought to excess becomes displeasing. True apathy is indifference to the 
desire for worldly pleasure while enjoying its goodness in an act of praise and thanksgiving to God 
when it is available. We are meant to see the bountiful goodness of God and His love for us in His 
creation. To not take pleasure in God is contrary to His will for us. It is when true, authentic, 
απαθεια is attained that all of our experiences and acts of love: caritas, eros, agape and philia (See 
Reflection “What is Love”) fall into place. And, it is in the context of the Christian community 
that all of these loves are refined and expressed. The next purification aides the proper ordering of 
these loves as it seeks total purity of the heart and soul. The Catholic community will greatly aide 
one’s development as it is in relationships that our love is tried and perfected. 

 
The following purification is meant to aid one upon the third conversion to enter into that 

perfect unitive relationship with God. The “Way of Perfection” or “Unitive Way” is the height, 
summit of the spiritual life, it is the “Way of the Saints”. One who is upon this way may realize 
the need to go back frequently to past examinations and purifications in order to refine all the more 
their complete oblation and sacrifice of self to God. The ultimate goal of this purification is to be 
able to lift one’s heart in a constant desire to praise, honor and worship of God because one’s heart 
is always yearning to give greater glory to God. “My soul doth magnify the Lord (Luke 1: 46).” 
With Mary we seek to echo, magnify, the glory that God has rained down upon us and by echoing 
His glory we ascend the spiritual heights toward the darkness of His great mystery. Here is where 
knowing passes into silence when enveloped by the sublime mystery of the sacred Trinity and love 
is all that remains. It is now that we will truly be able, for the first time, to say with Mary, “Be it 
done unto me according to thy word! (Luke 1: 38)” 

 
Purity of Heart & Soul 

(Castitas cordis et animae) 
 

1. Do I have complete dependency and trust in God? Have I made Christ Jesus the fulfillment 
of my every desire, yearning and longing? 
2. Does my every action of mind, body and soul attain to the desire of God’s holy will? 
3. Have I overcome all self-love? Do I love God above all other things? Am I a great lover of 
humanity? 
4. When I have committed a fault do I immediately humble myself and, without undue grief, 
seek the forgiveness of God, make an act of contrition and return to a state of peace? 
5. Am I an instrument of peace, bringing harmony with Christ Jesus to all I encounter? 
6. Do I rejoice in humiliations and ridicule? When ridiculed, am I able to keep it to myself 
without having to talk about it with someone else in order to gain the sympathies of another and 
to detract from the ridiculer’s reputation? Do I allow myself to not make mention to others of the 
good that I have done in order to seek worldly reward, recognition and esteem? 
7. Do I maintain only healthy relationships with others, never entering upon exclusive 
friendships that interfere with my primary love and devotion, God? 
8. Am I happy? Do I embrace my vocation in life with peace and joy? Am I frustrated, 
confused or unhappy with my life and who and what I am? 
9. Am I at peace with obedience to superiors/authorities? 
10. Do I give every ounce of my love to God in sickness and in health, in time of trial and 
consolation? Have I consecrated my heart to God and made a true and complete offering of myself 



in His service? Has my heart been crucified for the Lord and is it in harmony with my mind and 
senses? Has my heart been molded unto the likeness of the Immaculate and Sacred Heart’s? 
11. Do I have a great love for prayer and the Kingdom to come? 
12. Do I live my life completely for God? Do I act upon the faith, handed down to me, that I 
believe, profess and hope in, by responding responsibly in a just rapport with God? Is my faith and 
hope in God how I determine all that I do, say and think? Is my faith and hope in God drawn from 
a fount of love for God? 

 
“As he blessed them he parted from them and was taken up to heaven. They did him 

homage and then returned to Jerusalem with great joy, and they were continually in the 
temple praising God.” (St. Luke 24: 51-53) 

 


